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Abstract— Predicting agents’ future trajectories plays a crucial role in modern AI systems, yet it is challenging due to intricate interactions exhibited in multi-agent systems, especially
when it comes to collision avoidance. To address this challenge,
we propose to learn congestion patterns as contextual cues
explicitly and devise a novel “Sense–Learn–Reason–Predict”
framework by exploiting advantages of three different doctrines
of thought, which yields the following desirable benefits: (i)
Representing congestion as contextual cues via latent factors
subsumes the concept of social force commonly used in physicsbased approaches and implicitly encodes the distance as a
cost, similar to the way a planning-based method models the
environment. (ii) By decomposing the learning phases into
two stages, a “student” can learn contextual cues from a
“teacher” while generating collision-free trajectories. To make
the framework computationally tractable, we formulate it as an
optimization problem and derive an upper bound by leveraging
the variational parametrization. In experiments, we demonstrate that the proposed model is able to generate collisionfree trajectory predictions in a synthetic dataset designed for
collision avoidance evaluation and remains competitive on the
commonly used NGSIM US-101 highway dataset. Source code
and dataset tools can be accessed via Github.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since its inception, perceiving [1] and understanding [2]
motions has become a key indicator for an intelligent system
to interact with other agents in the environment felicitously.
Unlike other topics (e.g., action understanding, or activity
analysis), trajectory prediction is unique and proves to be
challenging as it requires inference about multiple agents in
the future yet to be observed. In literature, trajectory prediction can be roughly categorized into three directions [3].
Modern modeling approaches first adopt a physics-based
fashion [4] in a “Sense–Predict” framework [3] by directly
forward simulating pre-defined and explicit dynamic models
based on Newton’s laws of motion. Although physics-based
cues are robust prior knowledge, this family of models
tends to be too brittle to handle noisy real-world data,
especially in multi-agent scenarios where different agents
may possess various types of dynamic models. Recent multimodel approaches [5] attempt to alleviate these difficulties.
In parallel, pattern-based approaches [6] tackle the trajectory prediction problem by learning different function
approximators directly from data, following a “Sense–Learn–
Predict” paradigm [3]. The essence of this stream of work is
to leverage the power of data to provide a data-driven account
of the solution, which has received increasing attention over
the past few years due to readily available large datasets.
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However, such methods naturally suffer from interpretability
issues and tend to overfit with a large space of parameters.
By taking a teleological stand and assuming rational
agents, planning-based approaches [7] model the trajectory
prediction problem by minimizing various costs, either by
forward planning or inverse optimal control, following a
“Sense–Reason–Act” principle [3]. However, such a normative perspective, which models what agents ought to do,
may differ from real-world scenarios as the decision-making
process often deviates from extreme rationality [8, 9].
Although different doctrines of thought have mostly been
developing independently in literature, we argue that they do
not conflict with each other and seek to answer how we can
possibly fuse them and take advantage of these approaches to
construct a new “Sense–Learn–Reason–Predict” framework.
To give a desirable solution to this question, in this work,
we start by answering the following three questions: (i) By
reducing the parameter space, can a proper intermediate
representation help to inject a better inductive bias for
pattern-based approaches? Can such a representation be
more generic and easy to, either explicitly or implicitly,
incorporate the rational agent assumption in planning-based
approaches and the physical constraints in physics-based
approaches? (ii) Instead of using a single-stage learning
process, will a well-designed multi-stage learning process
improve the performance? (iii) Can such a design help
emerge some crucial characteristics in multi-agent trajectory
prediction, e.g., collision avoidance?
Specifically, we address the challenging problems in the
task of collision-free multi-agent trajectory prediction. In literature, first-order pattern-based approaches directly regress
the trajectory based on the training data by fitting the
position-based local transition patterns by either discrete
cell [10–14], continuous position [15–17], or graph-based
representations [18–20], without any semantics-based intermediate representation (except human body motions [21,
22]). Although higher-order pattern-based approaches incorporate some sorts of context, mostly in terms of relations
between objects [23–33], they possess limited capability
to emerge collision-free trajectories or verify whether the
learning process or the learned model can do so. In contrast,
we propose a learning method that incorporates high-level
context cues of congestion, aiming at emerging collision-free
trajectories and qualitatively verifying them.
The proposed method offers three unique advantages over
prior methods. First, we represent the contextual cues by
congestion via graph-based generative learning, wherein the
node of the graph is the agent, and the edge of the graph is a
measurement of the distance between two agents. Such a representation subsumes the Social Force (SF) commonly used
in physics-based approaches; it not only models pair-wise SF
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Fig. 1: The proposed architecture for congestion-aware multi-agent trajectory prediction. The teacher model (top) is composed of
the frame-wise graph construction module, and the Graph Convolution Network (GCN)-VAE graph encoder and decoder. The learned
latents are passed to a GMM and used to unsupervisedly learn the multi-modal congestion patterns. The student model (bottom) makes
prediction based on the observed trajectories. It follows the encoder-pooling-decoder design and uses the CPM module to match the
teacher’s congestion patterns. The loss terms L1 and L2 are defined in Eq. (6) and Eq. (9), respectively.

but also provides a holistic view through graph modeling.
Moreover, it implicitly encodes the (relative) distance as the
cost, similar to how a planning-based method models the
environment. Specifically, we use a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) to summarize the congestion patterns to (i) properly
accounted for various modes in the congestion patterns, and
(ii) reduce parameter space for the training process while
maintaining a high task performance.
Second, we decouple the “Sense–Learn–Reason–Predict”
framework into two processes: (i) A teacher “senses” and
“learns” the contextual patterns (knowledge) as in a pure
pattern-based approach. (ii) Instead of directly learning from
observational data, a student reconstructs and “reasons”
about the knowledge by minimizing a cost compared to what
the teacher “learns”, similar to a planning-based approach,
while simultaneously “predicting” the future trajectory. Note
that although such a design may look similar to GAN-based
models for pedestrian trajectory predictions [34–36], they
differ fundamentally. In GAN models, both the discriminator
and the generator only focus on the predicted trajectory
without explicit context modeling. In contrast, here in the
proposed method, the student generates a trajectory supervised by explicitly learned contextual cues provided by the
teacher. Such a design enables the student to learn from an
inductive bias provided by the teacher, resulting in a faster
training process and additional contextual constraints on the
generated trajectories instead of random sampling.
Third, we formulate an optimization problem to bridge the
connection between the congestion patterns and the learning
objective of collision-free trajectory prediction, wherein the
trajectories generated by the model are constrained by a
learned congestion pattern distribution. By leveraging the
variational parametrization, we derive an upper bound to
make this optimization problem computationally tractable.
The final model recruits an encoder–pooling–decoder network design and is therefore compatible with many existing
trajectory prediction architectures (e.g., [28, 37]). In the ex-

periments, we show the superiority of the proposed method in
collision-free trajectory prediction in a new synthetic dataset
designed to evaluate collision avoidance. Furthermore, the
model remains competitive on the typical benchmark of the
NGSIM US-101 highway dataset [38].
II. R ELATED W ORKS
Contextual Cues of Moving Agents:
Agents’ decisions on their motions depend on other agents’ behaviors and interactions. In literature, such contextual cues
are traditionally modeled by SF [39–47] or integrated into
motion policies or cost functions [48–50]. Recent data-driven
approaches, if ever, only implicitly learn the contextual cues
by training on large datasets [23–31, 33, 51–53]. In contrast,
we propose to explicitly use congestion as the contextual
cues, which accounts for SF and is compatible with modern
learning methods in pattern-based approaches.
Congestion Detection and Congestion Pattern:
The
notion of congestion has proven to be useful in various applications [54–58], especially on cooperative vehicular systems,
such as vehicle-to-vehicle communications. Congestion patterns are introduced to quantify the congestion, either defined
or learned in terms of discretized representations [59–63]. In
this paper, we exploit the congestion patterns as contextual
cues for multi-agent trajectory prediction.
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) for Trajectory Prediction:
With a powerful ability in representation learning, GNNs [64–66] saliently improve the performance on
diverse tasks. Recently, researchers start to adopt GNNs
for trajectory prediction; both Graph Attention Network
(GAT) [36, 67] and GCN [68] have been used to aggregate
information from all or neighboring agents. These works
treat each agent as a graph node with various ways to
construct weights of graph edges [69–72]. In comparison,
the proposed method constructs a graph where each edge
explicitly encodes an SF-based distance among all agents
and recruits a GCN to learn congestion.

III. M ETHODS
This section describes the proposed method of congestionaware multi-agent trajectory prediction; see Fig. 1 for an
overview. We start with a brief problem definition of multiagent trajectory prediction in Section III-A, following the
conventions in [37]. Next, we introduce the learning of
congestion patterns in multi-agent scenarios and describe
how a teacher learns the contextual cues in Section III-B.
In Section III-C, we formulate the optimization problem of
congestion pattern matching so that a student can reason
about congestion patterns taught by the teacher. We jointly
solve this optimization problem with trajectory prediction
by proposing a generic encoder-pooling-decoder model that
predicts future collision-free trajectories in Section III-D.

larger weight reflects a higher chance of collision, and the
matrix describes the scene and congestion conditions.
Generative Learning:
We leverage Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) [73] to unsupervisedly learn the latent congestion pattern z in the graphs. Specifically, we follow the
graph VAE approach proposed in GCN [74] where both the
encoder and decoder are instantiated as graph convolutional
layers. The objective is to optimize the reconstructed graph
representation At while regularizing the latent distribution.
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM): As the congestion
patterns are naturally multi-modal, we further use a Gaussian
Mixture Model to account for various modes. Specifically,
treating the latent congestion pattern z as a random variable [75–77], we build the GMM as:
MQ

A. Problem Definition

Qpzq “

The goal of multi-agent trajectory prediction is to predict
the future trajectories of all on-scene agents given their
trajectory histories. We denote tζ m , m “ 1, ..., nu as the set
of trajectories for all n agents. At time step t, the position
of the mth agent is represented by its local 2D coordinates
m
ζtm “ pxm
t , yt q. Given a time span t “ 1 : Th , the observation
m
is denoted as history trajectories ζh “ tζt“1:T
u, and the
h
future trajectories up to the time step Tp is denoted as ζp “
m
tζt“T
u. In short, the multi-agent trajectory prediction
h `1:Tp
is formulated as estimating the probability P pζp |ζh q.
B. Learning Congestion Patterns
Intuitively, congestion patterns among agents in multiagent navigation scenarios provide crucial contextual cues
for trajectory prediction; they not only describe the position and intention of the agents, but also present safetycritical information about collisions. In literature, congestion
patterns [61, 63] are mostly described by empirical equations about the relations of vehicle positions or clustering
algorithms that group the observations into pre-defined categories. Such definitions have obvious shortcomings; for
instance, it is sensitive with respect to the number of agents,
vehicle moving velocities, etc. In fact, it is non-trivial to
quantify the congestion patterns by an explicit set of rules or
formulae. Instead, given the trajectory history as observation
o “ ζh , we propose to learn the congestion patterns unsupervisedly: We use graph-based generative learning to derive the
hidden congestion patterns and build a probabilistic GMM
to account for various modes.
Graph Representation:
To capture the congestion
patterns embedded in physics constraints, we build the graph
in the following way. Given two agents u, v P Vt , the graph
At “ pVt , Et q at each frame t P t1, .., Th u is constructed by
their 2D locations pxt , yt q and velocities px9 t , y9 t q. The graph
adjacency matrix Et “ tEtuv u, u, v “ 1, .., n is defined as:
#
Etuv

“ Etvu

“

uv
1{tuv
c , tc ą 0
uv
0, tc “ 0

,

(1)

ÿ

where uv
the uv
estimated
collision time is
“
uv
x`∆
9
yˆ∆uv y9
uv
,
0q,
and
∆
p¨q
denotes
the
maxp´ ∆ xˆ∆
∆uv x9 2 `∆uv y9 2
quantity difference between agents u and v. Intuitively, a

(2)

where each mixture component qi pzq is a Gaussian distribution, λi is the mixture weight, and MQ is the hyperparameter
specifying the total number of mixtures. The mixture model
can be learned by the stochastic EM [78] algorithm. As the
hidden congestion pattern z is extracted from the observation
o, we denote the mixture model as Qpoq henceforth.
C. Matching Congestion Patterns
While generating the trajectories, we hope that the student
model can simultaneously match the congestion patterns
taught by the teacher, such that the predicted trajectories
are collision-free. We will first describe how to match the
student’s congestion model and that of the teacher’s and
defer the implementation details to the next section. Denoting
the student’s congestion pattern model as Ppoq, congestion
pattern matching can be formulated as the KL-divergence
between two pattern distributions:
min DKL pPpoq}Qpoqq.

(3)

Considering the mixture nature of Qpoq,
řM we model Ppoq also
as a Gaussian mixture, i.e., Ppoq “ j P ωj pj poq, where the
total number of mixture MP could be different from MQ .
Since there is no analytical solution for Eq. (3), we solve
it by optimizing a variational upper bound. Similar to [79,
80], we propose a variational parametrization approach to
solve the optimization
problem. Byřdecomposing the mixture
řM
M
weights ωj “ i Q αij and λi “ j P βij , the objective in
Eq. (3) can be rewritten as:
¨
˛
1 ˝ÿ
βij qi poq‚
DKL pPpoq}Qpoqq “ ´ Ppoq log
Ppoq i,j
¨
˛ (4)
ż
1 ˝ÿ βij qi poqαij pj poq ‚
“ ´ Ppoq log
.
Ppoq i,j
αij pj poq
ż

Using Jensen’s inequality, Eq. (4) can be transformed to:
ż

tuv
c

λi qi pzq,

i

DKL pPpoq}Qpoqq ď ´
ÿ
“
i,j

Ppoq

ÿ αij pj poq
βij qi poq
log
Ppoq
α
ij pj poq
i,j

αij DKL ppj poq}qi poqq ` DKL pα}βq.

(5)

We optimize Eq. (3) by minimizing its upper bound:
min L1 “

tpj u,α,β

ÿ
i,j

αij DKL ppj poq}qi poqq ` DKL pα}βq.

(6)

Note that the convergence of the optimization problem has
been guaranteed as discussed in [79].
To solve Eq. (6), we iteratively optimize tpj u, α, and β.
Assuming fixed α and β,
min
tpj u

“

ÿ
i,j

ÿ
i,j

αij DKL ppj poq}qi poqq

˘
`
αij Epj poq r´ log qi poqs ´ Hrpj poqs .

(7)

With tpj u learned, α and β can be updated by the closedform solutions:
ωj βij exp´DKL ppj poq}qi poqq
αij “ ř
,
´DKL ppj poq}qi1 poqq
1
i1 βi j exp

λi αij
.
βij “ ř
1
j 1 αij

(8)

The overall algorithm for the above congestion pattern
matching (CPM) process is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Please refer to supplementary video for a full derivation.
Algorithm 1: Congestion Pattern Matching (CPM)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Input: the learned congestion patterns Qpoq
Initialize αij and βij
while not converged do
Fix αij and βij and optimize tpj u using Eq. (7)
Fix tpj u and update αij and βij using Eq. (8)
end while

D. Collision-free Trajectory Prediction
We make the student jointly predict trajectories and match
the teacher’s congestion patterns. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
the trajectory prediction in the student model comprises an
encoder module that encodes observed trajectories, a pooling
module that models the spatial relations among agents,
and a decoder module that recursively generates the future
trajectories. The output of the social features at the pooling
module is taken to match (distribution matching; see Eq. (6))
the teacher model’s congestion pattern.
Our proposed student model can be trained end-to-end by
iteratively minimizing the congestion pattern matching loss
in Eq. (6) and the trajectory prediction loss, defined as
ÿ
1 ÿ
L2 “ ´
log P pζpmt |ζhm q,
(9)
m m t“T `1:T
h

ζhm

ζpm

component. The number of components is a tunable hyperparameter; see Section IV-D. The student model is learned
using Adam [81] with a learning rate of 3 ˆ 10´3 . Both
models are implemented in PyTorch [82].
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Datasets
GTA Dataset:
To evaluate collision avoidance, we
create a novel dataset based on the popular game platform of
Grand Theft Auto (GTA). Compared to other platforms [83–
85] that supports multi-agent simulations, the GTA models
realistic urban-scale traffic commuting system; see Table I
for other dataset statistics. This dataset focuses on trajectory
prediction under safety-critical scenarios with rich vehicle
interactions. By developing modding scripts, we create four
types of safety-critical scenarios (see Fig. 2): (i) highway
vehicle driving (mainly vehicle following), (ii) local vehicle
driving (overtaking can frequently happen), (iii) driving in
intersections (no traffic rules and crowded driving scenarios),
and (iv) aggressive behaviors (almost lead to collisions). We
use the four types of driving scenarios to study collisionfree trajectory prediction. In experiments, we split the entire
dataset into 3 folds for training and 1 fold for testing. All
trajectories contain 3s of observations and 5s of predictions,
and a model is tasked to predict agents’ future paths.
TABLE I: GTA dataset statistics.
Total Clips

Vehicle Trajectories

Highway Trajectories

Local Trajectories

3300

27813

18229

9584

Following Events

Overtaking Events

Collision Events

7055

2300

890

NGSIM Dataset:
We also evaluate the accuracy of
trajectory prediction on the commonly used NGSIM US101 [38] dataset to show the competitiveness of the proposed
method. The dataset contains real highway traffic data that is
captured over a time span of 45 minutes. Similar to the GTA
dataset, We split the trajectories into 8s segments where 3s
are used for observations and 5s for predictions.

p

and
are the observed and predicted trajectories.
where
Implementation Details:
The teacher model is composed of the GCN-VAE architecture with a latent dimension
of 64. The GMM is a deep learned from the latent. We use
fully connected layers to represent the congestion pattern.
The teacher model is trained using Adam [81] with a learning
rate of 1 ˆ 10´4 . For the student model, it is compatible
with prevalent encoder-pooling-decoder architectures [28,
37]. The pooling module is implemented following the social
convolution pooling [28]. The encoder and decoder modules
are created using LSTMs with a fixed hidden dimension of
size 128. The CPMp¨q module is implemented as another
deep GMM, which outputs the parameters of each mixture

(a) Scenario 1

(b) Scenario 2

(c) Scenario 3

(d) Scenario 4

Fig. 2: Sample top-views of the four scenarios in our GTA dataset.

B. Baselines and Evaluation Metrics
We compare our model with several well-established
baselines [28, 31, 32, 34, 37, 86–90] and report the following
metrics results:

Collision Rate evaluates the performance of collision
avoidance for the predicted trajectories. In the GTA dataset,
we calculate the collision rate by counting the collision
events among trajectories and divide it by the total number
of trajectories for all trials. The ground-truth collision event
is obtained from the game simulator.
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) evaluates the accuracy of the predicted trajectories, calculated across trajectories given different time horizons (1s-5s). Note that for baseline models that generate trajectories using GANs [32, 34],
we sample k output predictions for each trial and choose the
“best” prediction in the sense of L2 norm for evaluation.
C. Quantitative Results
Results on GTA Dataset:
As shown in Tables II
and III, the proposed CF-LSTM achieves the best performance on the collision rate and RMSE in the GTA dataset,
proving its strength in collision-free trajectory prediction.
Specifically, for the collision rate, CF-LSTM demonstrates
the lowest error rates across all scenarios. Of the four
scenarios, we note that Scenario 4 is the most challenging
in the sense that there is no assumption of rational driving.
Moreover, we notice a higher chance of collision in crowded
space, e.g., intersections where vehicles meet with each other.
For RMSE, CF-LSTM attains the best result as presented in
Table III, with the minimum average RMSE compared to
other baseline methods. As shown in the table, the RMSE
metric alone does not tell the difference between Scenario 3
and Scenario 4 for all the methods, which indicates that the
accuracy of trajectory prediction does not perfectly reflect
driving safety. We argue that there should be more effective
metrics, such as the collision rate, to measure it.
TABLE II: Collision rate (%) on GTA
Methods
Scenario
Scenario
Scenario
Scenario
Avg

1
2
3
4

V-LSTM

CS-LSTM [28]

S-GAN [34]

CF-LSTM (Ours)

4.219
5.830
8.331
11.676
7.514

3.086
4.345
6.997
9.500
5.982

3.372
4.015
5.805
8.923
5.529

2.909
4.170
5.397
8.766
5.310

TABLE III: RMSE on GTA.
Methods
Scenario
Scenario
Scenario
Scenario
Avg

1
2
3
4

V-LSTM

CS-LSTM [28]

S-GAN [34]

CF-LSTM (Ours)

1.88
1.91
2.98
3.02
2.45

1.25
1.84
2.55
2.89
2.13

1.40
1.74
2.67
2.96
2.19

1.11
1.76
2.42
2.76
2.01

Results on NGSIM Dataset:
Table IV shows performance of various models on the NGSIM dataset. The proposed CF-LSTM significantly outperforms the deterministic
physics-based models of CV and C-VGMM+VIM [87] and
surpasses planning-based models, such as GAIL-GRU [88]
and PS-GAIL [89, 90], and pattern-based models, such as
V-LSTM, S-LSTM [37], and CS-LSTM [28]. CF-LSTM
improves the previous state-of-the-art in three settings compared to MFP [31]. However, the latter needs additional scene
semantics for prediction in every time step while CF-LSTM
does not. Our method also fares better than MATF GAN [32].
These results verify the competitiveness of CF-LSTM.

D. Qualitative Results
Congestion Patterns:
We qualitatively examine our
learned congestion patterns on the GTA dataset. In Fig. 3,
we show the distribution λi (MQ “ 4) of the learned GMM
Qpoq on two different driving scenarios. The top row shows
a series of driving behaviors involving lane changing and
overtaking. When the overtaking occurs, the significance of
the second component becomes rather evident, compared
to the relatively uniform distributions at the start and end
of the series. Such a distributional shift is reflected in the
bottom two rows as well. In this scenario, multiple vehicles
are driving into the intersection and must yield to each
other to avoid the collision. As agents are getting closer
to each other, making collisions more likely, some mixture
weights are firing compared to the start and end frames.
Taken together, these observational results verify that the
learned congestion patterns can indeed reflect the contextual
semantics of congestion. See ablation study for discussions
on selecting the component numbers MQ and MP .
Trajectory Predictions:
We show a set of qualitative
results on trajectory prediction in Fig. 4. Specifically, we
compare the proposed CF-LSTM with CS-LSTM [28] and
S-GAN [34] on four types of driving scenarios in the GTA
dataset. As shown in the first row, our method generates more
accurate trajectory points for the time interval than other
baselines. For the local driving scenario with overtaking
shown in the second row, our method successfully captures
the overtaking vehicle’s behavior. The predicted trajectory
keeps a relatively safe distance from other vehicles during
the lane change. Other methods either fail to keep a safe
driving distance or diverge from the planned trajectory. For
the intersection driving scenario in the third row, our method
shows the vehicles’ tendency to yield to avoid the collision
when they get closer, demonstrating safety awareness from
the contextual cues of congestion with more reasonable vehicle driving behaviors. The last row presents the case where
one vehicle is aggressively driving through the intersection
and eventually crashes into another. CS-LSTM and S-GAN
are unaware of this dangerous situation, while our method
shows the evident deceleration and yielding behavior. These
qualitative analyses indicate the efficacy of the proposed
model on safety-critical driving scenarios.
Ablation Study:
We also conduct an ablation study to
verify the efficiency of the proposed approach on collisionfree trajectory prediction. Specifically, we show that our
approach is compatible with other encoder-pooling-decoder
architectures. By swapping the current architecture design
to S-LSTM, we further improve S-LSTM’s performance
on both datasets. We compare whether directly enforcing
the student model to match the latent congestion features
could be better than distributional modeling and find that
building a multi-modal distribution on congestion patterns
can significantly improve performance. We hypothesize that
this is because the GMM can account for the various
modes in congestion patterns. Finally, we search for the
hyperparameter on the number of mixtures. We notice that,
coherent to the assumption on congestion pattern learning,
the model achieves the best performance when the hidden
mixture number equals that of the ground-truth. Please refer
to the supplementary video for details of the ablation study.

TABLE IV: RMSE on NGSIM.
Times(s)

CV

C-VGMM+VIM [87]

V-LSTM

S-LSTM [37]

CS-LSTM [28]

MFP [31]

MATF GAN [32]

VAE

GAIL-GRU [88]

PS-GAIL [89, 90]

CF-LSTM (Ours)

1s
2s
3s
4s
5s

0.73
1.78
3.13
4.78
6.68

0.66
1.56
2.75
4.24
5.99

0.66
1.64
2.94
4.59
6.60

0.65
1.31
2.16
3.25
4.55

0.61
1.27
2.09
3.10
4.37

0.54
1.16
1.89
2.75
3.78

0.66
1.34
2.08
2.97
4.13

0.68
1.72
2.77
3.94
5.21

0.69
1.51
2.55
3.65
4.71

0.60
1.83
3.14
4.56
6.48

0.55
1.10
1.78
2.73
3.82

Fig. 3: Mixture weights of congestion patterns (GMM) learned in the driving scenarios. Top: the mixture weight distribution during
overtaking. Bottom: the mixture weight distribution in a crowded intersection. Note that the vehicle number n does not have to match
the number of Gaussian components MQ .

(b) S-GAN

(a) Scenarios

(c) CS-LSTM

(d) CF-LSTM

Fig. 4: Qualitative results of trajectory prediction in four types of scenarios from the proposed CF-LSTM and two baselines. Blue:
observed trajectories. Red: ground-truth future trajectories. Green: predicted future trajectories.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we study the problem of multi-agent trajectory prediction. We propose to explicitly learn congestion
patterns as contextual cues and decouple the “Sense-LearnReason-Predict” framework into a teacher-student process.
We formulate an optimization problem to bridge the connec-

tion between the congestion patterns and the learning objective of collision-free trajectory prediction. In experiments,
we show that the proposed model is able to achieve the
best performance on collision-free trajectory prediction on a
synthetic dataset designed for collision avoidance evaluation
while remaining competitive on regular trajectory prediction
on the NGSIM US-101 highway dataset.
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